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Chances Look Dim
For Getting Temple

,.}

VAN DOREN AT SIU-Marte Van Doren, left,
American man of letters, spoke at SIU Thursday in the University ConvoCations Series. Van
Doren, poet, critic, short-story writer and novel-

~~i

ist, is shown with Eoin O'Mahony, who is a
visiting professor at SIU. O'Mahony, from Ireland, is working on the Irish collection at Mor(Story on Page 10)
ris Library.
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May Be StudeDI8

Samaritans Sought
By Accident Victims
By George Knemeyer
An accident occurs at 6:30
p.m. Sunday on a back road.
It's not too serious, but the
persons involved, a mother
and son, are bleeding.
They wait for a car to come
along, and after about three
minutes oTle does.
It's a brand new car and the
driver, noticing the mother
and son are bleeding, says that
he doesn't want blood all over
his car, so he leaves them
there.
Two minute3 later a boy
and girl, who look like college
students, drive up in an equally
new car, and offer the two injured persons a ride to the
hospital.
The mother and son are so
shaken up by the accident that
they fail to ask the boy and
girl their names, so they don't
know how or whom to tha'1k.
Sound like a typical good
samaritan story?
Yes. But this one is true.
The people involved in thE'
accident were Mrs. Char!one
Holliday and her son Kieth.
They were driving on the Giant
City blacktop when the accident occurred.
Gladys Holliday, the mother-in-law of Charlotte Holliday, said, "My daughter-inlaw was so excited from the
accident that she forgot to a'ik
the names of the boy and gid
who helped them. She wNlld

like [0 know because she'd
like to thank them again and
pay for the damage that may
have
been done
to the
upholstery from the blood.
"We're not even sure if they
were college stUdents," Gladys Holliday added, "but they
knew where Holden Hospital
was and they looked to be of
college age."
Anyone knowing the identity
of the boy and girl is asked to
contact Gladys Holliday at
457-5558 anytime in the
evening.

Honors Mrs. Paul powen

Money Okayed

By Govemment
University Planning Supervisor Carl Bretscher said the
Physical Sciences Building
will not be ready for use until
fall term, 1968.
The building was originally
scheduled to be ready this
fall, he said.
Bretscher said his office is
waiting for the release of
funds under title one of a grant
which hal:;
already been
approved.
The application received
approval from the Department
of Health. Education. and Welfare. and the f,-;nds are expected to be released soon.
he said.
Bids for the office building
and lecture-hall wing are expected to be approved and
re ady to go out by the middle
of May.
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Vienna for many years.
The SIU Foundation asks
those who wish to make contributions to do so by making
OUt checks payable to SIU, earmarking them for the Daisy

area is Goffrey Hughes, executive director of Southern
Illinois Incorporated. He has
been supported in tbis attempt
by Sen. Charles H. Percy,
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen and
U.S. Rep. Kenneth J. Gray_
Hughes had suggested the
Fuller dome presently housing
the U.s. Pavilion at the International Expo '67 in Montreal be used after the expoSition for housing the ancient
structure here.
Competitors for the temple
induCe the Smithsonian Institution. in Washington, a private group in Cairo. Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery in
Memphis and 20 other cities
in addition to the Metropolitan
Museum.
The landmark, which weighs
between 600 and 800 tons, has
been dismantled into 647
pieces of sandstone, has been
crated and is now awaiting
shipment to this country.
The Metropolitan Museum
was chosen by the five-man
commission, the article said.
because it was the only applicant which could sufficiently
guarantee the preservation of
the temple indoors. This is
necessary because of the difference in the climates between New 'io:-k E.nd Egypt.
This museum obviously has
the finances to bring it to the
U.s. and maintain it properly.
the article pointed out.

Firet iD Hi.tory

Journalism Educator Award
Presented to Dean Siebert

The first annual award for
meritorious service to education for journalism was presented Thursday night
at
SIU.
The winner was Fredrick
S. Siebert. dean of theCollege
of Communications Ans at
Michigan State University.
Howard R. Long. chairman
of the SIU Department of
Journalism. said the presentati(\n was the first in the
history of journalism education.
Sieben's service as a jourAlso to be subm!tted next
month are drawings of lab- nalism educator dates back
43
years, 35 of them in Illinois.
oratory furniture.
His first teaching poSition
William Volk,
associate was at Bradley University in
architect, said about 90 per
cent of unit C has been completed and that construction
of units A and B, and the
remaining 10 per cent of unit
C, will begin when the funds
Applications for the Nationare re leased next month.
al Training Laboratory group
sensitivity training in higher
education are available at the
information desk in the University Center.
The applications must be
turned into the Student GovPowell Memorial Fund, and ernment Office by noon Monsend them to Robert Gallegly. day.
University treasurer.
Selection of the candidates
will be made by Bob Drinan,
student body president, Lyle
Gohn, and Harold Grosowsky.
lecturer in design.
The Carbondale Campus
The Altgeld Wind Quintet Senate will sponsor a retreat
will prescnt a concert at 8 at the Outdoor Rcneation
;J.m. May 4; in Muckelroy Center at Linle Grassy I.ake
Auditorium of the Agriculture for the membcn; of the Senate
and President Delytc W. MorBuilding.
Members of the quintet are ris.
The training session will
Will Gay Bottje. flute: Gcorge
Hussey, oboe; Robert Resnick. be helel June 10 to 18 at
clarinet; George Nadaf, horn; Stephens Colleg~ in Columbia.
.... awrence Intravaia. bas:;oon 1'1.10., and another from June
and Steven Barwick, piano. I~; to 30 at Bethel, Maine.

Group Training
Forms Available

Scholarship Started
A scholarship fund in memory of Mrs. Paul Powell. who
died early Wednesday morning
in Chicago, is being established at SIU.
Mrs. Powell. Wife of Illinois
secretary of ::itate, died in
Prefsbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital of an abdominal ailment
at the age of 69.
She Was a fo:r:mer stude~t
of SIU. Born DaiSY Butler.1O

The possibility looks dim
for the relocation of the 2000year-old Egyptian "Temple of
Dendur" to the Carbondale
campus of SIU.
Southern Illinois Incorporated made formal application
to the Srate Department for
its acqUisition a few months
ago.
Although President Johnson
will make th~ final decision,
the speCial advisory commission of scholars appointed at
hi:,: request unanimously recommended tha~ the temple go
to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York. according
to an anicle in the New York
Times. The President is expected to accept the recommendatlon.
The sandstone edifice has
been offered by the United
Arab Republic to the United
States. This was done in
appreciation of the $16-million of U.S. donations to rescue a number of ancient monuments from the rising waters
of the Nile River caused by
the constrUCtioli of the new
Aswan High Dam.
The Temple of Dendur and
similar andent mom:ments
would otherwise have been engulfed by the 300-mile-long
lake which will eventually be
formed behind the dam.
Spearheading the attempt to
obtain the temple for this

Peoria in 1924. He was a professor of journalism at Nonhwestern
University.
and
director of the School of
Journalism at the University
of Illinois between 1941 and
1955.
He was director of the Institution of Communications
Research from 1955 to 1957
and in 1958, went to Michigan
State.
Sieben has written four
books on journalism, along
With numerous articles, and
has received national recognition for his research in the
history of freedom of the
press.
Among his many
positions of trust has been
that of president of the
American Association
of
Schools and Departments of
Journalism,
from 1943-45.
The presentation of the
citation was a highlight of
the annual JournaHsm Educators' Workshop held through
toda y on campus.
Sieben
spoke
to the
workshop banquet Thursday
night at the Holiday Inn.

Gus Bode

Concert to Feature
A Itgeld Group

Gus says the war in Vietnam
isn't the only escalation going
on. He's been watching the
hemlines on miniskirts.
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Tri-Sig Announce.
Pledge., Initiate,
Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority has announced 17 new
pledges.
They are Ruth Barney.
Cherri BiOO, Carol Bilgman.
Susan Friefeld, JoAnn Jobst,
Nancy Kopal, Lynn Leonard.
Irene Maxfield, Shirley Rohr.
Jill Sullivan, Caron Tiberi.
Judy Babbit. Sheryl Brudi.
Teresa Cummings, Mary Lou
Hoffman. Marsha Hopkins and
Linda Rimkus.
The sorority has also announced recent initiates. They
are Carolyn Amason. Kathy
Callahan. Eileen Maloney.
Sharon Marshall, Janet McCarthy. Barbara Nicholson,
Marilyn Nix, Nancy Parks,
B-Ann Ridgeway, GinnyRiehl,
Beverly Barber, Gail Harineck, Linda Herwehe, Linda
Jones and Jenny Radditz.
The pinning of Barbara
Nicholson to Dale Hardt, Delta
Chi, has been announced.
Engaged are Linda Jones
to Rod Bradley, Theta Xi;
Betty May to Richard Monekton; Annette Metzger to Tim
Haggerty: Nancy Parks" to
Bernie Haag: Irene Maxfield
to Rich Daniels: Jo Ann Barth
to Robert Doty, Theta Xi: and
Scotty Self to Wayne Senalik, Delta Chi.

Hitler Film Slated For Free School
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Woodwind Quintet
Concert Planned

"8RIDES OF DRACULA"

Daily Egyptian
Published in the Department of Jour-

nalism Tuesday Ihcough Saturday
The American Woodwind [hrougtK-ul
the school year. except _dur~ng
Quintet will perform at 4 p.m. UniverSllY vacation periods. eXa'TllD3Uon
weeks.
and legal holidays by Southern
Sunday in Slrryock Auditorium. Illinois University.
Carbondale. Illinois
Members of the quintet are 62901. Second c)ass pos<age paid at
Harry !ioudeshel, flute: Jerry Carbondale. Illinois 62901.
PoliCies of the Egyptian are t!:le reSirueek. oboe; Earl Bates, sponsibility of the edilOrs.. Statements
clarinet: Leonard Sharrow, published here do not necessarily r:ebassoon and Philip Farkas, neel (he opinion of the administral10n
or any department of Ihe Uni'VersiIY.
horn.
Editorial and business offices located
Music by Stravinsky, Robert In Buildiog T-48. Fiscal offlcer,Howard
Long. Telephone -153-2354.
Washburn, Bozza and Szer- R.Edilorial
Conference: Dianne B.
vansky are included in tile Anderson. Tim W. Ayers. John Kevin
nine numbers to be performed. Cole. Robert A. Eisen. Robert Forbes.
Ceorge
Knemeyer.
WilUam A. Kindt.
Three SIU graduates, serv- The appearance of the quintet Michael L. Nauer. Margaret
E. Perez.
ing in the Air Force, have is sponsored by the Depart- L. Wade Roop. Ronald c. Serell, and
Thomas B. Wood Jr.
received new assignments.
ment of Music.
Capt. Roland E. Meyer, a
1961 graduate, has been assigned to Kirtland AFB, N.M.,
as a supply officer for the
Air Weather Service.
Capt. Harvey P. Salger, a
1962 graduate, has been asFRIDAY APRIL 28
signed to Williams AFB,
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
Ariz., with the Air Training
Command.
3-SHOWS 6:00-8:00-10:00
First Lt. Jerry V. Marcinek, a 1963 graduate, has
been assigned to MeChord
got a new Kind of Approach
AFB, Wash., as a C-141 Starlifter pilot with the Military
Airlift Command.

VARSITY
LATE SHOW

MELINA

MERCOURI
ROMY
SCHNEIDER·
PETER
FINCH
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FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
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Tonite and Sat. NiteOnly
BOX OFFICE OPEN l1:00P.M.
SHOWSTARTS l1:00P.M.

Claile"s lJodyI lIIJIIel looked
ather

USAF Reassigns
3 SIU Graduates

Rt. 148 south of H .."in
GatesGpen at 6,30 P.M.
Show ..._s at 1:00 P.M.
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SOUTHERN'S FILM SOCIETY
PRESENTS

"JULIE THE REDHEAD'
FRENCH DIALOGUEWITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
-STARRING-

DANIEL GELIN

and PASCALE
A light and amusi'll' romantic- comedy
filled with Gallic wit.. ................. .

PETIT

SUNDAY APRIL30
MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
2-SHOWS 6:30 8:30 p.m.
ADM. STAFF 60~ -STUDENTS 40~
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WSIU to Sltow TV Production
JAZZ
Of Offenbach Opera 'Orpheus' VENTURE
Ii 0 n air e s
of Poverty
"Orpheus in the Underworld," Offenbach's lightGulch."
hearted opera, is presented in IJp.m.
its first television production
Crisis of the Modern Man.
on "i'l.E.T. Playhouse" at 10
9:30 p.m.
p.m. today on WSIU-TV.
Biography: Charles LindOther programs:
bergh.
4:30 p.m.
What's New: U.N.-International School.

MARLOW'S
PHONE 684-692'

5 p.m.
Friendly Giant.

THEATRE MURPHYSBORO

The last 300 years of 7:30 p.m.
Chinese painting will be disDon't Drink the Water.
cussed on "London Echo" at
2 p.m. today on WSIU Radio. 3 p.m.
Other programs:
Folk World.
Concert Hall.

8:30 p.m.

The

5:30 p.m.
Music in the Air.

11 p.m.

Trail: "Mil-

GUfS~PS~~~ t«""'lt'~.ijiii:ni.
J J

n;!Jumwuil#·MJI;;1

fIllIiii IilllilIIm1I

1

JONATHAN ;J ill!Ui.@l@j

1I:!'3WUi;!:mMJiii

~!!j~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;:~~

I

"KINK KONG
PETER CUSHING -11'4- ,
vs.
~
"THE EVIL OF
~
GODZllLA" ,..,,0
FRANKENSTEIN" Od'

The Visiting International
Students Association of SIU
will meet at 8 p.m. today at
,,('v
,
the home of Mrs. Eva Ven- ....--~~~~~__.....__-11111111111-----~--1
tura, 614 S. Washington St.
STARTS WED: "THE GREAT RACE"

NOW

Moonlight Serenade.

thrue

TUESI

TODAY ••• CorapleteS/wtt,
PH. 457-5685

\'\

/TONITE,t1
AND

SAT.

Al7 &8:55-FEATURE 7:25 & 9:25
SAT. & SUN ••• FEATUREAt
2:00 - 3:55 - 5:55 -7:50- 9:50

~.'"t's all about a typical everyday American family canlilting
&;Of a mother, two man-eating piranhas, several Venus
,>

fly.traps, her baby son, age 25, his lus!:ious baby sitter and O;d,
who of course just hangs around the house.

MELIN&:
JULES
MERCDURI CASSIN

THIS IS
WHERE THE
ACADEMY AWARD
SONG
"NEVER ON SUNDAY"
STARTED!

ALL
SEATS
$1.00

~

SUN-MON-TUES CONTINUOUS SUN FROM 2:30

Music Understanding.
10:30 p.m.
News Report.

It's way Ollt!

DALY

Glory

Visiting Students Meet

8:35 p.m.

5 p.m.
Storyland.

6 p.m.
French Chef.
8 p.m.
Passport 8-Bold Journey;
"Eighteen Months of the
Veldt."

Radio Show to Discuss Art

3:10 p.m.

TONITE AND SATURDAY
TONITE SHOW STARTS 7:15
CONTINUOUS SAT FROM 2:30
REG. ADM. 90~ AND 35~

O~!:~!~glil

Science Reporter.

HARRY (S THE ONLY ONE WHO READS MUSIC

S•• page 7

r

5:30 p.m.

Da,.. The Christian Sci ence- MOtdtor

,

LAST

5

DAYS!

Robert Morse-Barbara Hanis
Hugh Griffith-JonathanWinters"~D"
s

__ ~ RAV STARK .. STANLEY RUBIN ._ ~RICHARD QUINE """... "IAN BERNARD '-"'so. ... "ARlHiJR L!lIPIT· ,"",,-lUHIFTI'
ltClllllCOlOll"I_1ICn.
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Daily Egyptian Editorial Page

Walnut Street lamup
Major City Problem
They will call it the "Walnut Street Expressway:'
For a few days.
Then they will call it Carbondale's answer to the Maginot Line.
The Walnut Street9'idening,
scheduled for completion this
summer, will transform the

When Rains
Come JU8t

Enjoy'Em

outdated narrow street into a
modern c'Jncrete ribbon connecting Wall and Oakland
Streets. Funds for rhe construction came from pan of
the $1.4 million bond issue
approved by the voters in
May, 1964.
The widened street is intended to be a vital pan of
the proposed
east - west
couple, smoothly linking two
sections of Carbondale.
But all the planning seems
useless when one thinks of the
upwards of 30 hours a week
that illinoiS Central coaches
stand on the tracks across
Walnut. For that time the
dream "expressway" becomes a frustrating, snarling
traffic nightmare. It makes
about as much sense as building a dam with a six-foot
crack in the middle.
And what about the Illinois
statutes violated by trains
parked across a street for
more than 10 minutes?
As long as the city is willing
to spend millions for street
improvements. it should go
all the way to insu."e free
flow of traffic.
Let the flow of traffic be
governed by the motoristsnot the Illinois Central timetable.
Mayor-elect Keene and the

"Into each life some rain
must fall. Some days must
be dark and dreary." It's
doubtful that HenryW adswol'th
Longfellow ever visited Carbondale although his "Rainy
Day" must have been written
With SIU students in mind.
The habitual monsoon season for southern Illinois has
made its reappearance late in
April this year. With the luring
sun of May only a trifling
week away.
Sloshing along campus paths
With a treacherous mire of
mud threatening each step has
its brighter aspects-that is,
if you are a duck. However,
for the student the gruesome
trek to and from classes becomes somewhat of a boon to
the health service and cold
remedies.
Waking to the patter of rain
on .he window, cloud bursts
Air travel at supersonic
at exactly 10 minutes before
the hour, and thunder, ligh,- speeds is fd~t approaching.
;1.10re
plane~ ~re flying, ~nd
ning and tornado warnings to
assist sle",,, and study rClund much larger (:nft will c.~ in

Air Terminals
Need Overhaul
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rest of the Council in City
Hall made many campaign
promises involving city improvements. Here is one problem they can jump into now
and hard.
Either build Walnut Street
over the tracks. move the
tracks or limit the time trains
may block Walnut.
Or get a two-ocean navy.
Kevin Cole

Oil Killing
Wildlife on
East Coast
Along the coasts of Massachusetts and New Jersey
thousands of sea birds are
dead and dying. They are probably victims of unknown oil
tankers which somewhere at
sea dumped quantities of ht. avy
black crude oil. As winds and
currents carried this oil toward shore, it engulfed the
birds, coating their feathers
and making it impossible for
them to fly. Many vanished in
the sea and others were
washed ashore, barely alive.
This man-made disaster
repeats on a smaller scale
the tragedy of the Torrey Canyon, the huge oil tanker which
went aground off the English
coast last month and spewed
its oil into the sea. The breakup of the Torrey Canyon was
an accident; but it has long
been the practice of ranker
crewi' to wa~h out their ranks
8t

~nd

.sea

taminated
·~·''''fo!·...'
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;,: ....
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Faulty Ideas
To the editor:
The editorial entitled
"Firearms Control Essential
to Curb Rising Crime Rate:'
which appeared in the 25 April
issue of the Daily Egyptian,
is a good example of the fanatic
misrepresentation practiced
by the anti-gun clique. The
opening premise. upon which
the remainder of the frenetic

Adenauer left

editorial is based. is entirely
false.
Examination of the Uniform
Crime Repons clearly shows
that crime has increased in
New York following the passage of the Sullivan Law, and
that it has also increased in
New Jersey and in Philadelphia after their passage of
restrictive guns laws. On the
other hand, crime decreased
markedly in Orlando, Florida,
after the police conducted a
two-weel< course in marksmanship for women, who wer-e
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G-.lternoon neaVE:I. '.V 111 bless t.ne

earth With radiance. You m;ght
say tnese hopefuls are all wet
in their aspirations.
Maybe Robert Loveman had
the right idea when he said,
"'It is not raining rain to me.
it's raining daffodils.·' But it
is a little hard to explain or
peddle that theory when only
last month the campus daffodils were frozen solid in a
blanket of snow.
Longfellow offered the only
feasible solution to the dampening issue; "For after all,
the best ching one can do when
it \s raining is to let it rain."
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r'crs to alrporrs; large'r and
clo~"r parking areas; m'Jre
adequate passenger terminaland-boarding facilities, including faster and more convenient ticketing and baggage
handling; improved air traffic
control and nOise control; and
greater runway and taxiway
capacity to help eliminate
jammed runways and frustrating take-off and landing delays.
If enough cities are willing to make daring departures
from -:onventional thinking,
Clir f,atfic may yet avoid hope:e"~ly r,o!!~ing down before it
off the g-round.·-Chnstian
\1f)7"';!
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c:m~rgency appeaiforfunds
try [0 rescue as many birds
as can be saved in the wake
of the Torrey Canyon. But
beyond emergency rescue
work, the maritime nations
have an obligation to stop
fouling the waters of the world.
The cleaning of tankers without polluting the ocean is a
technical and economic problem that can be managed if
the will exists to do so.
The dead birds and oily
beaches along the r\tlanric
Coast are ::1 "ilent reprnacb
to man's wa!'te and cri.ninal
rer.klessnei's in the care of
his !"la[Ur'll heritage. -",ew
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of

E ur-opean unity and saw [Q it
that the people of West Ger-

many avoided falling into communist traps.
A firm friend of the United
States, even after he stepped
down from the chancellorship
at the age of 87, Adenauer
based his nation's foreign
policy on the Atlantic alliance
and the European common
market.
Each has left a mark on
histroy, bur none greater than
the ex-German chancellor.
W(;st Germany itself C'xis[s
as a monument ro the vitality
and
courage
of KO:1rad
\0?I1f1UerT -

rr:~a?,;

T

....

~~'.l .....·'

~!,t;~:~:

'call"-. wrote
;[
WeaM:1S cannot be [hoc" A
having any bearing on
tial crimes of violenc ,
Finally. the claim tr.
_
National Rifle Associat.,~
against all firearms Itg-islation is totally untrue. The NRA
currently supports the Hruska
bill and the Casey bill. It
does not support legislation
which penalizes the honest
citizen for the deeds of the
criminal. Their efforts have
succeeded thus far, because
they have one factor working
for them, which the hasrily
formed ~ational Council for
a ResponSible Fir ear m s
Policy apparently does :Jot
have-irutn.
·.!.:.i!E:;~

C. 0rthw'2lr.
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Answer Is Elusive

Students' Future Bright and Uncertain
About the Sto""

This iB the third of four articlt.~ taken frorr:
the chapter titled "The Citizen anc: the University" from The Arrogance of Power by
Sen. J. William Fulbright. The series is being
distributed by Chronicle Features Syndicate.
By Senator J. William Fulbright
The wisdom and productivity of the protest
movement of students. professors. clergy. and

Pentagon's Estimates
Studied by Senate
By Frank Macomber
(Copley News Servi~c)
If the Defense Department decides to push forward with an advanced interconrinE'ntal ballistic
missile-larger and with more power and range
than either the Titan II or Minuteman III-the
price tag will be about $1 billion in the first five
years of development and as high as $10 billion
by the time the new weapons system is ready to
fire.
These are the Pentagon's estimales. already
submitted to House and Senate Armed Services
Committees as the department presses research
on three possible types of new ICBM systems.
Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara is more
enthusiastic about a follow-on ICBM than the Air
Force-proposed Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA). in line with his consistent policy
of favoring missiles over manned bombers as
America's No. 1 deterrent against aggression.
Aerospace industry sources claim the supersecret Strat-X project committee considering
approaches to a new ICBM concept is to complete
its studies in early summer. Its final report.
however. won't be ready for McNamara until
about Sept. 1.
The Strat-X committee. comprised mostly of
military and federal space agency rocket experts.
is looking at these three ICBM concepts:
1. A missile larger and more powerful than the
Minutem an III. not yet in production but scheduled
eventually to replace more than 1,000 earlier
versions of the Minuteman already in place. It
would have a greater variety of warheads than·
the Minuteman III and would be housed in underground launch sites better reinforced against
enemy hits than the Minuteman sites. It would
have more range than the approximate 9.000mUe capacity of Minuteman III or Titan II.
2. A mobile ICBM that could be moved about
for evasive action continually on railroad flatcars or other vehicles in sparsely populated areas.·
McNamara five years ago vetoed the mobile
approach for the Minuteman after the Pentagon
already had spent $100 million planning it.
3. An underwater rocket that could be based in
artificial ponds. canals or at sea and moved
around occasionally to prevent an enemy from
locating it.
The Navy has been working for years on a
sea-launched ocean-spanning missile under a project called Hydra. Tests of such a weapons
system have been conducted by the Navy in the
waters off the Pacific Missile Range. Point Mugu.
Calif.
At this point the Pentagon's attitude seems to
be that at least one of these weapons may become
vital in the future if the U.S.-Soviet arms race
is not halted. U.S. planners want to be ready for
production if no agreement can be reached with
Russia.
Pentagon officials have explained to CongrE'ss
that an anti-missile defense system would be
required to surround advanced ICBM launch sites
if the fixed-base concept is accepted. It would be
included in the estimated $10 billion ICBM "package" price.
A mobile ICBM comi>lex would not require the
antimissile protection, but the cost of putting big
rockets on wheels would run the price up to
about the same $10 bUlion figure, defense officials
concede.
The Pentagon presumably means business. for
it already has given the Air Force's Ballistic
Systems Division permission to award a series of
ICBM study contracts to several aerospace contractors.
If an advanced ICBM is produced. it will be so
powerful that only 200 or 300 will be required,
compared With the more than 1,000 Minuteman
missile force. It would carry multiple warheads,
with maneuvering capability in flight--Iacking in
todav's ICBM arsenal-and probably haul payloads
heavier than the largest existing U.S, ICBM-the
Titan II, believed to carry some 10.000 pounds
of payload, including a 100megaton nuclear warhead.

others may well be questioned, but their courage,
decency, and patriotism cannot be doubted. A"
the very least the student protest movement of
the sixties is a moral and intellecrual improvemem
on the panty raids of the fifties. In faa it is
a great deal more: it is an expression of the
national conscience and a manifestation of traditional American idealism. As one university
publication characterized it. the <'new radical"
movement "is not shallow and sophomoric, it
is not based on the traditional formula of generational defiance, and it is not the result of an
infustion of foreign ideologies. It is based instead
on personal disenchantment and the feeling· of
these radicals that they must repudiate a corrupted
vision of society and replace it With a purer one."
No student generation in recent history has
faced both brighter lifetime possibilities and
gr0ater short-term uncertainties than the present
onE'. Th", bright possibilities are those afforded
by a prosperous and dynamic America;
the
uncertainties are [hose of a cruel and costly
war in ASia, a war which has already taken
thousands of American lives, a war whose end
is not in sight, a war which may indeed grow
larger in scale and destructiveness. The central
issue in the debate here at home - the issue on
which all other questions turn - is whether the
sacrifices imposed on the present generation of
young Americans are justified by the stakes of
the war, whether the diversion of hundreds of
thousands of our young men from their "omes
and jobs and families will yield rewards of
freedom and security commensurate With their
sacrifices.
It is one of life's injustices that young men
must fight the wars that older men begin. To
a great extent, therefore, the lives and hopes
of the present student generation turn on the
wisdom and judgment of the men of an older
generation to whom the people have entrusted
political power. Surely, considering what they
themselves have at stake, it is not improper
for young people to question the Wisdom and
judgment of the makers of our foreign policy.
Surely it is the right of citizens in a democracy.
especially Citizens of military age. to ascertain
that the great decisions of war and peace are
made with care and deliberation. The calling
of public men to account unquestionably adds

to their b..trdens, but the convenience of polic~
makers is not sufficiem reason for the snuttim:
down of public discussion. The responsibilities
of high office arc burdensome indeed but they
are borne, let it be remembered by m(;!n who
actively sought or freely accepted them, mer.
who accepted not only the obligation to u<
power but the obligation to account of its \..~
as well. When former Press Secretary 1'.:
Moyers reported with respect to the Vietn:;:-protests the President's" surprise that any 0,·.
citizen would feel toward his country in a way
that is not consistent with the national interest:'
he was denying the existence of a question as to
Where, in fact, the national interest lies. The
answer, one must concede. is elusive. but there
is indeed a question and it is a sign of the good
health of this nation tjat the question is being
widely and clearly posed.
With due respect fOI the honestyandpatriotism
of the student demonstrations, I would offe:r a
word of caution tb the young people who have
organized and panicipated in them. As mos:
politicians discover sooner or later. the most
dramatic expression of grievances is not necessarily the most effective. Thai: would seem to
be especially trae in the United States, a
country easily and excessivly alarmed by expressions of dissent. We are. for better or
worse. an essentially conservative society; in
such a society soft words are likely to carry
more weight than harsh words and the most
effective dissent is dissent expressed in an
orderly, which is to say a conservative manner.
For these reasons such direct action as the
burning of draft cards probably does more to
retard than to advance the views of those who
take sucb action. The burning of a draft card
is a symbolic act. really a form of expression
rather than of action. and it is stupid and vindictive to punisb it as a crime. But it is also
an unwise act. unwise because it is shocking
rather than persuasive to most Americans and
because it exposes the individual to personal
risk witbout political reward.

(Excerpted by permission of Random House.
Inc. from «THE ARROGANCE OF POWER:' by
Senator J. William Fulbright. Copyright, 1966.
by J. William Fulbright.)

What Kind ofW orld?

Computers Begin to Really 'Multiply'
By Robert M. Hutchins
The first commercial computer was delivered
to the U.S. Bureau of the Census in 1950. Today
there are some 27,000 computers at work in this
country and about 10.000 in other parts of the
world. Global sales are increasing faster than
those in any other line of business.
It has been estimated that in the United States
alone there will be 50.000 computers installed
by 197'() and, on the basis of present trends,
as many as 200.000 by 1985.
The number of areas in which computers
can function, the number of different kinds of
problems they can solve, is expanding almost
as fast as the computer population. In 1960
computers had about 300 areas of application;
today they fearlessly operate in more than
1,000.
The usual answer is: What of it? We are
told that this is just another device, another
machine, another advance in technology. We are
reminded thar the human race has been able
to adjust rapidly to the wheel. the steam engine,
the automobile and the airplane. Why worry
about the computer?
On this point Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman
of the Atomic Energy CommiSSion, is worth
listening to. His scientific credentials are beyond
dispute-he is a Nobel laureate-and he has had
long experience in public affairs.
In his address at the centennial of Howard
University, he pointed out that the Industrial
Revolution amplified and to a larger extent
replaced man's muscle as a production force.
Today in the United States only a fraction
of I % of our production power results from the
physical energy of human beings or animals.
And the amount of power produced per capita
in the United States has risen dramatically,
from 440 horsepower in 1850 to almost 10,000
today.
The Computer Revolution, which is only in
its infancy, will amplify and 'to a large extent
replace man's nervous system. It ,jmounts,
Seaborg says, to a quantum jump in the extension of man.
Two other factord underline these possibilities.

The first is tbat computers can amplify the
collective intelligence of men. The second is
that it is now possible to harness these machines
to an almost limitless source of energy, the
nucleus of the atom.
Thi~ combination of forces, Seaborg remarks,
puts us to the test as human beings. He says
it brings up questions we have lived with for
centuries but have never been able to answer.
"It gives us new freedom and yet tremendoGs responsibilities which. if not acted upon,
could result in a loss of almost all freedom.
it presents us with choices and decisions of
enormous consequence. It offers man a remarkable new chance to shape his own destiny,
but asks him to be godlike enough to select
that destiny without much margin for error."
Underlying all the phenomena of the future
Seaborg finds depersonalization, a separation
of man from his products, a collapse of time,
a marked reduction in human work and a drastic
shift of needs and of skills. He rightly says
all these offer both threats and promises.
He says, "I believe that the promises will
eventually override the threats, but not before
they bave made us face a great many problems
we have not had to face before."
Among the most importarlt of these problems
is education. Seaborg says, "Specialization has
been giving us knowledge, but the world cries
out today for more of something beyond
knowledge-wisdom . • • Most of today's schools
and universities are involved to a great degree
in serving the requirements of an industrial
society•••
"In the future I think this role will shift to
where the nature of society is determined more
by the thinking of the university and in which
the industrial community will tend to serve
goals created by that thinking."
Seaoorg concludes: "What I look for from the
universities is the development of an education
which turns out individuals of the highest intellect
and broadest outlook, able to understand man
and machine and live creatively with both."
I hope to live to see the day.
Copyright 1967, Los Angeles Times
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Return Deadlines Set

New Activities Applications
Ready for Campus Posts
Any student wishing to have
his name placed on the ballot
for 1967 Homecoming chairman must fill out a petition
requiring 50 signatures and
return it to the Student Activities Center by 5 p.m. May 3.
An all-campus election will
decide the winner. Each applicant must have a 3.2 cumulative grade point average.
New Student Week leader
applications for sum mer
quarter are available at the
information desk in the University Center; the Thomp'son Point Student Government Office, the Small Group
Housing Area Office, University Park service desk and
the Off-Campus Student Center. The applications must be
returned to the Student Activities Center by 5 p.m. May
19.
EXPERIMENTING IN Al<T--::'(UQE~nts
partment of Art are continually experimenting
with new designs and methods of creating the~r
thoughts and ideas. Here a group of students is
working with steel rods which are cut into var-

ious shapes and welded together. Students are
(from left) William Tailor, Dianne Schafer, Barbara Frieman, Noreen Haslinger, Marilyn Hoban.
and Tatro, basic studio instructor.

leader and/or serving on the
Steering Committee for next
fall should obtain an application and return it by May 5.
A 3.0 cumulative grade point
average is required.

Student Union Prices
1-6 Daily
One Cent Per Minute
~er Player 6-12 Daily

O'KELLYS
BILLIARDS
is

Media Take New Approach

SIU A rt Students, Instructor Experiment
With Rubber and Steel Sculpture Forms
By Douglas Ray

Art takes many forms these
days as artists and students
become experimenters with
art media.
Tom LaDousa. a graduate
student and teaching assistant
in tbe Department of Art. has
chosen an unusual medium
for sculpture-latex rubber.
One of his creations is a
seven-foot caterpillar painted
in brilliant acrylic colors.
He models his creations in
clay, spreads them with liquid
latex, strips off the dried
latex. stuffs the creatures with
shredded foam rubber. and
paints them with brilliant
acrylic colors.
LaDousa likes [0 work with
rubber because it moves
rapidly. he said. He said the
finished pieces are easily
stored. LaDousa believes he
is one of only two art students
using rubber as a sculpture
medium.
He is also making bird
houses. rocket ships and other
forms to which he gives an
imaginative twist.
Students who work in the
area adjacent to the Allyn
Building are making sculptures that range from a few
feet tall to large metal iron
works.
At present students in the
sculpturing course lOOC are
working With steel rods, which
are cut into various desired
shapes and then welded together by the students. After

Article on Pear Virus
Publish.d by Pathologist
Stanley Nemec. research
pla;:t pathologist with the Federal Small Fruits Research
Center at SIU is the author
of "Viruses
Mechanically
Transmitted from Pear." an
article in the April issue of
Plant Disease Reporter. a U.S.
Department of Agriculture
publication.
Nemec conducts research
on root diseases of strawberries and leaf spot and virus
diseases of canefruits. The
station is a joint operation
of SIU and the U.S.D.A. Nemec
joined the station's research
staff in December.

the desired sculpture is completed the students will sew
canvas over their work and
paint it.
Five different works are
being sculptured at present
with five students working on
each sculpture. Ronald Tatro,
instructor of the course. said
that students can be more inventive through group efforts.
He said the group sculpturing
is working out quite well because students are able to
combine their ideas into a
unified project.
The sculptures are rel-

atively large-approximately
the size of a compact car.
Tatro said the students could
be more enthusiastic and feel
a sense of accomplishment
in making monumental sculp-

LOGAN HOUSE
THE

CRESCENDOS
FRIDA Y

~ure.

According to Tatro this is
the first gigantic piece of
sculpture done as a class
project at SlU.
"Motherless Son'· and
.. Airplane" are names given
to two works by the students.
One group hopes to enter its
sculpture in a forthcoming
art show.

CELLAR
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Businessmen Enjoys Program
By Mary Lou Earnbeart
sm's first executive-inresidence finds the program
"new and novel:'
He is WUliam T. Brady.
chairman of tbe advisory
board of Com Products
Co•• of New York, one of
the largest food manufacturing
and distributing companies of
the world.
Brady is participating in the
Graduate Student and Faculty
Seminars sponsored by the
School of Business. As Stu's
first executive-in-residence.
Brady is conducting a series
of lectures, seminars and interviews during his two-week
stay on campus.
In this proj;lram, Ilraduate
students, faculty and local
businessmen are exposed to
business Ufe and in tum, the
executive to academiC life,
according to Robert S. Hancock. dean of the School of
Business.
"I accepted what seemed to
be a stimulating offer. I have
learned as much as the students," Brady said.
During the small, informal
sessions. questions are answered and ideas exchanged.
"The businessman
relatesbis
experience
in industry
to what
we try to bring to the classroom:' added Hancock.
Tbe program brings the executive to the students to find

pecially foreign activity:'
stated the businessman listed
in Who's Who in America,
1966-67.
Brady was born in Anna.
m.. and attended the Universities of minois and Chicago. After serving in World
War I. he joined the staff
of Com Products Co.

fi,./ ~I t"~ ttltllt

International Club
To Elect Officers
At Next Meeting
WILLIAM T. BRADY

out how they feel about entering business as opposed
to continuing into some other
field, Hancock said.
Brady said be finds the Stu
business student "serious,
fair-minded, and ambitious."
Contrary to what one hears,
tbere Is a keen desire on the
part of graduate students to
become interested in some
form of business activity, es-

Tbe International Relations
Club will elect next year's
officers at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Morris Library Auditorium, and bear reports from
delegates who have attended
conferences beld off campus.
The off-campus conferences
attended by delegates of the
club were the "Winds of
Change" at Michigan State
University and the conference on "People to People"
diplomacy in St. Louis.
The club sponsors biweekly
public meetings and occasional conferences on international affairs.
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High Flying Program
The 19 astronauts that took
part in the Mercury and
Gemini programs logged some
2.000 manhours in space and
flew a combined total of more
than 15 million miles.
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SATURDAY
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Shryock Auditorium 8
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TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE AT

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK
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- ... MU ALPHA
FEATURING•
STAGE B'AND
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• •

The n •• concept in lound

• The A-TION

• GIBSON -HALL ENSEMBLE
• MR. WILLIAM TAYLORVOCALIST
• SOCIETY FOR JAZZ and mony

-A SUPERB BLEND OF MUSIC AND COMEDY-
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Dirksen Hospitalized
With Pneumonia

Dodd Prepares Answer

Committee Recommends Censure
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate
Ethics Committee
unanimously
recommended
Thursday the censure of Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd,accusinghim
of financial misconduct which
"tends to bring the Senate
into dishonor and disrepute."
Defiant and insisting he is
innocent. the
Connecticut
Democrat said he will fight
the charges. stay at his post
in the Senate-and run for
reelection in 1970.
Sen. John Stennis. D-Miss ••
pronounced in the Senate the
judgment of the six-member
committee which he heads.
Dodd listened in silence. After 14 months of investigation,
that process took six minutes.
Now the white-haired Dodd's
fate is in the hands of the
Senate itself, the Internal
Revenue Service and the Justice Department.
The bipanisancommitteethree Democrats and three
Republicans-based its recommendation on those two key
findings:
1. That the Connecticut senator used at least $116,083
in politically raised campaign
and testimonial funds "for
his personal purposes."

2. That Dodd billed both
the Senate and private organizations for seven trips he
made between 1961 and 1965.
It criticized. without censuring, his relationship with
Julius Klein. an agent for
West German business interests.
And it said the Justice Depanment and the Internal Revenue Service should consider
"possible Violations of law"
in Dodd's financial maneuvers.
At the heart of the 27-page
report was the resolution of
censure Stennis presented to
the Senate. It declares:
"Resolved. that it is the
judgment of the Senate that the
senator from Connecticut,
Thomas J. Dodd, for having
engaged in a course of conduct over a period of five
years from 1961 to 1965 of
exerCising the influence and
power of his office as a United
States senator, as shown by
the conclusions in the investigation by the Select Committee on Standards and Conduct.
.. A
To obtain. and use
for his personal benefit, funds
from the public through political testimonials and a political

"B To request and accept
reimbursements for expenses
from both the Senate and private organizations for the
same travel,
• 'Deserves the censure of
the Senate; and he is so censured for his conduct, which
is contrary to accepted
morals. derogates from the
public trUSt expected of a
senator, and tends to bring
the Senate into dishonor and
disrepute."
Stennis said the Senate
should make its decision within a reasonable time. and
forgo debate on Dodd's conduct until the resolution is
made its offiCial business.
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield of Montana
said Dodd will be given time
to prepare his rebu([al before
[he resolution is debated on
the floor.
Mansfield said he does not
know when that will be. But
there was Senate speculation
that it will be taken up a
week from Monday.
"It won't take me vel'Y
long," Dodd said. "I want to
prepare a detailed and a complete answer.
"I
have
done nothing
wrong:' he said. "My conscience is clear."

Sp~~

opensevendaysaweek

twenty-four hours a day

WASHINGTON (AP)-Sen.
Everett M. Dirksen, R-Ill.,
is undergoing treatment for
infectious pneumonia. and is
responding excellently. Walter Reed Army Hospital
authorities said Thursday.
Dirksen. the Republican
leader in the Senate. who is
71. entered the hospital Monday. J'.I'I aide said then he
had the flu.

EUROPE
GREECE

$190.40

or 26 days air/rail
Sen. Thomas

J.

Dodd

Barge Hits Bridge
CHESTER. Ill. (AP)-A gasoline barge crashed into the
Chester highway
bridge
Thursday and aploicespokesman said 5,000 gallons of
gasoline spilled into the MisSissippi River.
No damage was reported
to the bridge and traffic continued to use it after the
accident.

TURKEY
RUSSIA

$238.00
$156."0

or 17 doys air/rail
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RESIDENCE HALLS

The Largest & Most Complete Living Center
For Men and Women

* 100% Air Conditioned
Tennis - J7olleyball - Basketball
1r Bookstore
* Year-Round Swimming Pool
* Laundromat
-Ie

FREE

BUS SERVICE

.. Fully Carpeted
* Cafeteria
* Rathskeller
* Commissary
* Recreation Cpnter
-TO CLASS
-TO CRAB ORCHARD LAKE
eTO GIANT CITY

Room & Board (INCLUDING UTILITIES) $275 (Summer Rate)
- OFF STREET PARKING AND CYCLE SHELTERS602 E. College

Phone 549-3396

-

SCANDINAVIA $190.80
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Commander
Talks With
President
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gen.
William C. Westmoreland
conferred with
PresIdent
Johnson and other top administration officials Thursday as
he prepared to present a commander's-eye view of the
Vietnam war to Congress and
the nation's governors.
The four-star general is due
to brief the governors at a
White House session and address a joint meeting of Congress at the capital today.
His day-long roundofmeetings began with a 7:30 a.m.
session at the Pentagon and
proceeded through a forenoon
conference with Johnson at the
White House.
Presidential Press Secretary George Christian said
among the others present were
Secretary of State Dean Rusk.
Secretary of Defense Robert
S. McNamara. and Gen. Earl
G. Wheeler, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Christian gave TlO details of
the discussion.
In between conferences during the day Westmoreland, who
commands U.S. forces in Vietnam, did some editing and
polishing of the text he will
deliver before the Senate and
House.
He is the first commander
to leave an active war theater to address CongrE'ss.
Other top military leaders
have appeared before the legislators in different circumstances.
In IV.!.=', at the end of World
Welr II, Gen. DWight D.Eisenhower and t\ dm. C he ster Nimitz addressed Congress, but
the fighting in their respective theatE'rs of operation h::.d
ended.
Westmoreland's address is
expected to be mainly a progress report on the conflict,
summing up what the United
States has achieved s; nce the
Southeast Asian buildup began
two years ago.

Surveyor 3 Digs Third Ditch
PASADENA. Calif. (AP) Surveyor 3 dug another ditch
on tbe moon Thursday.
This was the longest trench.
nearly two feet. dug into the
lunar surface since the sp!lcecraft with its little scoop at
the end of a scissor-action
arm landed on the moon April
19.
Two others dug were each
about 15 inches long. The
first one was about 3 inches
deep; the second. 6to 7 inches.
Tbe depth of the third one
scooped Tbursday could not
be determined immediately by

Jumbo Fish

Poor Boy Sandwich
with cole
slow
french fries

ani

'75«e

daily

·SteakhoUSe
(in Steak House till 5)
(in Little Brown Jug or
Pine Room a'lytime )

'HELLO, LYNDA BIRD? .. '

Poolside or surfside
the excitement of
stripes or
fringe
can give that "IN"
look
so
desired
this Summer from

•

Male Heir Brings
Joy to Netherlands
THE HAGUE (AP) - Crown
Princess Beatrix Thursday
night gave birth to a boy - the
first male heir to the throne
in the 20th century.
Queens have reigned in the
Netherlands since 1890 When
the last king, Wilhelm HI died,
He left the throne to his daughter Wilhelmina, then 10 years
old.
At her golden anniversary
celebration in 1948, Wilhelmina abdicated in favor of her
daughter Juliana, the present
queen, who had four daughters
and no male heir.
Beatrix married Germanborn Prince Claus, 40, on
March 10, 1966.

photographs because the lunar
sun was directly over
surveyor.

Miss Barbara Rongren

•
•

Miss Carol Ogata

•
•
•
•
•
•
220 S. Illinois

Carbondale
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At Pre88 Conferenee

525 High Schoolers Expected
About 525 students are expected to attend the 17th annual Southern Illinois School
Press Association Conference
SatuJ:Jay in the School of Communications BuUding.
The conference will begin
at 9 a.m. with a general assembly, The keynote address
will be delievered by Sue Ann
Wood, news and feature writer
for the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. Her talk will be followed
by group discussions for five
periods, including breaks for
lunch on a staggered schedule.
At 3 p.m. delegates will reconvene in the theater of the
Communications BuUding for
the awards assembly. In previous years the SISP A committee had awarded adviser
trophies in two classifications, male and female.this
year the criteria is the type
of publication,
Other honors to be received
are the Blue Banner newspaper certHicates for general
excellence in newspaper work,
the Best Story Contest with
its 13 different categories, and
the tuition scholarships.
Once again the St~ Louis

Ml.ldm~n.

Dally Iowan

'THEN TUt(N IT OW

Love Holds Great Discovery,
Universal Power, Poet Says
A universal power of love
was the central theme of Mark
Van Doren in appearances at
10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Thursday
in Shryock Auditorium.
Van Doren, a poet who is
"very content to be in the
world,,' said, "The world is
full of dreadful things, and yet
is still full of love:'
Van Doren continued,
"Every poem is in some sense
a love poem:' He then read
two of his poems which even
more directly dealt with love.
The first poem he read at
the afternoon session, "Undertone," began, "In wonderment I walk • , • ... and then
went on to describe the organization the world is in
under the influence of love, according to the wanderer in the
poem.
The second poem, "God of
Galaxies'" portrayed a sentimeAt that the oldest components of earth are there for
all to see and the only answers for them is a creator.
God.
Van Doren then read and
discussed, a sonnet he wrote
several years ago. The sonnet. "He Loves Me." conce¥ned the thought that God
loves all. Van Doren said that
to know this is to have found
the greatest discovery on
earth.

"What does he see in her?
And what does she see in
him?" These are old questions
we often hear concerning those
in love," said Van Doren.
"The point is," he added,
"what they sec, they see,
period/'
More directly, Van Doren
said that some people go to
college just to look for [hat
someone special. He suggested that if there was such
a case at SIU. these persons
were definitely in search of a
great discovery.

N.w Addr.ss Giv.n
The Administrative Accounting Office has been
moved. The office is now located at 611 E. Park St •• South
BuUding. first floor. Thetelephone number will remain the
same. 3-4311.

ned for 1968 yeartxJok editors,
newspaper editors and advisers. Three desks will handle registration: two for those
who preregistered and one for
the staffs which did not. The
registration is free for adVisers but SOC per delegate
of paid member schools and
$1,00 for delegates of nonpaid schools.
The Yearbook Layout Contest will be held in Room 132
of the Agriculture Building
from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

r-----------.,
EARN
$3600.00
THIS SUMMER
OR MORE

Stud....
mer •• ng
M........
y.ar.

IiI<. yau,self made
52«10.00 to $6000.00 lo.t Sum111
vGCation property
In
Indl..... It was
th.lr ht
(Their names on

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
ANNOUNCES SCflEDULE REVISION
(EFFECTIVE APRIL 30, 2 A.M.)
(~ortl!bound)
Train 25 (Southbound)

......t)
Thi. Is not .. claar to door job.
Custom.r. COME TO YOU.
W. train you. $100.00 pe, _el<
d..wing account aft.r opprentceship..
Liberal commission..
Only s . . ior undergraduat.. ond
llraduote students n .... d apply.
Wrile:

Train 28
Leave. Carbondale 11:50 am L_ve. Chicago 12th St. 11:30 pili
Arrive s Cellf1'Gl ia
I :05 am "63rd Stt.et
II :40 pm
"Effingham
1:53am ""GIII __d
11:55 pm
"Mattoon
2:23 am "'Kankakee
12:40_
"Champaign
3:25 am "Champaign
2: 15 am
"Kankak..
4:57 am "Mattoon
3:33 am
"Homewood
5:35 am "Effingham
4:11 am
"6ltd Stte.t
5:50 am "C.ntralia
5:10 _
"'2 tit 5tnet
6:00 am Arrives Carbandal.
6:30 am

COLUMBIA REALTY CORP.
P.O. Box 52, Dept. EG,
No. Manchastet', ladiana 46962

H.J. Beisterf eldt Passenger Traffic Manager

y buying oul a large
stoek of diamonds and
walebe8 from a wbolesaler,
we bad to buy several
medium quality diamonds.
Tbeseare greatly redueed,
along witb tbe top quality
diamonds.

Special Purchase

SALE
1/4 Ct

1/5 Ct

Deduct

V

.!.

-4;~~

3

SElTLEMOIR'S
"allwork.uarantaad"

From All Priees
Shown Here

SPEUAL.

Medium Quality $89.00
Top Quality Sl45.00

M.... s~Girl'S

'ubb.r

·loaf.r

H••I

H•• ls

$1.50

$.85

SHOE REPAIR

1 Carat
Total Weight

"Quality not sp....d.. Our Motto
Across From "'ot·V",si· Theater

SALUKICURRENCYEXCHANGE
• Check Cashing
e Notary Public
e Money Orders
• Title Service
eDriver's Liscense
• Public Stenographer
e2 Day License Plate

Store Hours

chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional society ftr men in
journalism, will bring 11
newsmen from their area to
appear on the program. The
group will be headed by Ray
Noonan, city editor of the
Globe-Democrat who is president of the chapter this year.
Arthur Witman of the "Pictures" magazine staff of the
Post-Dispatch will be at the
conference for the first time.
He has arranged a series of
slides with a talk on better
pictures for school publications for both the teacher
and editor groups.
Yearbook staffers will stay
in the theatre after the opening talk for a presentation
by Glenn Hanson on yearbool&.
Some classes will be in Lawson Hall and the Agriculture
Building.
Displays will be in the inner
hall of the Communications
Building around the theatre.
Teachers wUl use the lounge
for their program. The registration desk will be inside the
front or east doorofthebuUding.
Separate sessions areplan-

• Service
e Travelers Checks

9 - 6 Daily
• Pay your Gas, Light, Phone, and Water Bills here

ALL
11 Jewel
14 Karat Gold Case
Medium Quality $395.00
S95.00
Top Quality $550.00
(Many Jamou. Brand.)
Ladie. and Men.

WEDDING

RINGS -1/3 OFF

DON'S JEWELRY
102 S.ILLINOIS .AVE. CARBONDALE
(NEXT TO THE HUB CAFE)
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Library Prints
Bibliography
As the third in a series of
bibliographic contributions,
SIU libraries have published
a Bibliography of Josiah I.
Wedgwood. 18th century English potter whose famous ware
is still produced in Staffordshire, England.
Compiler of the bibliography and author of the biographical notes on the 18th
century craftsman who elevated utilitarian pottery "to
an an. combining usefullness
with beauty," is Gisela Heilperno assistant professor in
the Morris Library's catalogue depanment.
Miss Heilpern, eager to
leave her home in Vienna after
Hitler's invasion of Austria,
received a letter from Josiah
C. Wedgwood, member of
Parliament and agreat-greatgrandson of Josiah :r. inviting
her to Moddershall Oaks,
where m any displaced persons
were given refuge. It was there
she became interested in the
Wedgwood traditon.
Born in 1730 of a family of
four generations of potters,
Wedgwood became an anist
in his craft, was made potter
to Her Magesty Queen Charlotte, invented jasper (a fine
unglazed semi - porcelain)
from which he produced ware
and medallions eagerly sought
by connoisseurs and collectors. His most outstanding
work of an is the replica of
the Barberini or Ponland
vase. For his scientific inventions and improvements he
was elected Fellow of the
Royal Society.
Most of the material Miss
Heilpern gathered from books
and journals in the SIU library, she said, but she obtdined other material on interlibrary loans. While on a sabbatical I e a v e
from the
University, she checked references With the holdings of
the British Museum and the
Victoria and Alben Museum
libraries in England, and
visited both the home of Sir
John Hamilton Wedgwood in
Surrey, "which contains the
finest private collection of
early Wedgwood pieces," and
the modern Wedgwood plant
:md museum in Staffordshire.

Programs Feature
Movies and Music
Creative films and elecrronic music will be presented
in the weekend program,; of
Ins..:ape and Probe.
The creative films program
includes nine films and a discussion of their effects and
styles by Robert Hunt, associate professor of mathematics, and will be held at
the Unive!"sity Center in Ballroom So at 8 p.m. Sunday.
A program of eleCtronic
music will be presented by
Will Gay Bottje of the Department of Music. Bottje is
known for his unusual manner in producing music and
will give the program at the
Music Laboratorv at 800 S.
Illinois Ave. at 8 p.m. Friday.

Counts to Discuss
New Soviet Man
Goerge s. COIln£S. visiting
professor in the school of
education, will speak on "Creation of the New Soviet Man"
at a graduate student seminar
7:30 p.m. Friday in the lounge
of the Communications Building.
Counts will explore the
possibilities of social change
in Russia through the various
communications media.
The public is inVited.
Shop With
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Adv~rttsets

Chapel
Services
Sunday

10:45 am
"Can Mod.rn
ManPray"

'f
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.
PICTURED IN MAGAZINE-This photograph
of four SIU students was published in the current edition of "Marketing Insights" magazine.
The four were competing in the fifth annual
International Collegiate Marketing Competition

... ;"~

Community is
cordially invited

~~:'~~ft !: R~~!:sV:! Za~dt~'R!::M~~~~:

Steve Sprehe and Rudolph Deutschmann. Bowling Green State University won the trophy.

The Luthem Student Center
700 South University

Judges Chosen for Annual
lnrercollegiate Design Contest
Jo Mielziner, award-winning stage designer for
operas, ballets and musical
comedies, will be one of the
judges for the sixth annual
intercollegiate Scenic Design Competition and Exhibition, according EO Christian
Moe, associate professor of
theater and competition director.
The other two jurors will
be Bill Harp, C BS- TV decorator and Samuel Selden,
currently a visiting professor
in theater.
Entries in the competition,
open to both graduate a:1d
u n d erg r a d u ate
students
throughout the country, must
be postmarked by May 27.

,,~

Entries must represent designs for plays produced or
planned for production or assigned as a project in art or
scene design classes in an
American college or university.
Two purchase prizes, one
for the best design by an undergraduate, the other for the
winning graduate student. are
provided by the Gothic Color
Company of New York and the
Hub Electric Company, cosponsors with the theater department. The winning designs
wHI become part of the SIU
permanent collection.
Designs selected by the
judges will be placed in an
exhibition which will be toured
to colle~es and universities.

IN THE

LO~:E &StJ'
GOLDEN BROWN FRENCH FRIED

OYSTERS $2 00
SERVED WITH BAKED POTATO, SALAD
BOWL, ROLLS, BUTTER & COFFEE
PHONE 549-3560

:.
;.d._,:
-

The University

at Michigan State University. and are shown

FRIDAY SPECIAL

CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

-.

Sunday
Forum
7:00p.m.

DOWNTOWN MURPHYSBORO

Coolly yours. fraditionals by Country Set

establish a new standard in classics with
this thr •• some ..•..• two ports solid, matched
up with a criSp sle.veless shell. In ice green or corns;I", model.d by Marty Katzenmey.r.

Ruth Church

THE
SHOP
Southgate Shopping Center
"Our idea~ center arC)und you!"
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For Recreation
.-\ prem i{'!' .:;::~('\\;ln~ '.1if'ai71ting~

The Department of Recre<11ion will sponsor a summer
workshop designed to prepare people for participation
in lead"rshtp roles in outdoor
educ:ation programs.
Courses in Recreation 510,
301 and -190 will be offered.
Graduate students may take
the combination of Rec. 510
and 490 fur eight hours credit
and undergraduates, Rec. 301
and 490, also for eight hours
credit.
Rec. 510 and 301 classes
\Vii! be conducted from June
19-30 and Rec. 490 will run
rhrot:ghour the summer quarter. Rec. 490 will meet both
on camulls and at SIU's Outdam: w'acher education cen[C'r
3i
Litrle Grassy Lake.

r-

u;[hcr

intPrmaric.n

tEtDIIG

June Graduation

Summer Theater
Picks 42 Students
For Four Musicals
Forty-two collegians from
10 states, representing 15 colleges and universities, have
been selected on the basis of
auditions for membership in
the Summer Music Theater
company at SIU.
William K. Taylor, director, said eleven of the
group have been awarded performing graduate assistantships. Fifteen of those selected are dancers. Nineteen
are currently enrolled at SIU.
Four Broadway musicals
are scheduled for production
by the company during the 1967
summer season, one of which,
"On the Town," will be produced with high school performers from the Music and
Youth at Southern music camp.
Otht.:rs on the bill are "Kiss
Me Kate," scheduled for June
30, July 2 and July 1-9;
"Carousel:' July 21-23 and
August 5-6; and "Carnival,"
Aug. 18-20 and 25-27.
During the week of Aug.
20-26 master classes in staging and acting technique will
be conducted for members
of the company by Ross Allen. Indiana University opera
stage director.

ARENA AS CLASSROOM--The playing floor of
the SIU Arena, which often holds only 10 basketball players and game officials, looks like
this when the floor is covered and used as a

SPECIAL

II:
I~

During Spring Festival Weekend A.ctivities
A Mom's Day award will be

added to this year's list of
Mom's oay activities scheduled for Sunday. May 7, as part
of Spring Festival.
"Mom-of-the-Day" will be
announced at the Mom's Day
picnic to be held at ,he Lakeon-the-Campus boathouse between I and 4 p.m.
She will be chosen from
applications submitted in
Room H in the University
Center. Applications should
be made prior to May 6. The
only requirements for the
award are that she be present
for the day's activities, and
the mother of an STU student.
A free Mom's Day brunch

Train to Depart
At Earlier Time
Illinois Central Railroad's
southbound train, "The Seminole," will leave Chicago at
4 p.m. daylight saving time beginning Sunday.
The new time is 45 minutes
earlier than the previously
scheduled departure time.
All IC trains will run on
daylight saving time. According to an IC spokesman, train
operation will be on the same
time in Chicago and Carbondale.

I~'

selectionV'

Herb Alpert and the Tijuana
Brass stage show at the Arena
at 8 p.m. will end the day's
events.
Cochairmen for Mom's Day
are Carol Korobey and Robert
Blanchard.

Thomas W. Lyman, associate professor of art history,
will offer a commencement
address today at (he graduate
exercises of the Dayton School
of Arts. His topic is entitled,
"If God is Dead C an Art Be
Far Behind?"
~... I

ON

& SOLES

~~i

5 COFF ON MeN'S HEELS oil:

-45's

Stereo's & Color
TV's

Williams
212 S. Illinois

COME

ON

IT'S ONLY 5 MILES

DANCE AT

SPEEDY'S
5 miles North atOesoto
Friday and Saturday
Nignts Featuring

6

THE SQUIRES

ITALIAN
AMERICAN CUISINE
"OUR SPECIALITIES"

• 'OVER 40 YEARS IN FOOD BUSINESS"

-BAKED LASAGNA
-CHICKEN CACCIATORA
- VEAL PARNIGIANA
• ITALIAN SPAGHETTI

Phone
457-8737

LUNCHEON - DINNER
Unparalleled Food Served In An Atmosphere
Of Contemporary Italian Elegance.

lOC

fr~rreVorsity l~_~~~~~f~~j~~!-i~.i~~~.!!~~J

-LP's

STEAKS
CHICKEN
SEAFOOD

ONLY OR SOLE.S ONLYtf~1
OFF ON GIRL':;
~~l
LOAFER HEELsl9:~l
i~~ All COil pons Void os of Apr. 29 -:~i

SETTLEMOIR 'S'i;Across

from 9:30 to II a.m. on the
University Center patiO, buffet
lunches in the Roman Room
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and a
buffet dinner in the Roman
Room from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
are other special events.
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will sponsor a tug-ofwar and campus tours during
the picnic activities.
Other activities open to both
parents and students will be
an art exhibit adjacent to Old
Main from I to 6 p.m., an art
auction in front of Shryock
Auditorium from 4 to 6 p.m.
and opera excerpts, under the
direction of Marjorie Lawrence, at 4 p.m. in Shryock.
Students and parents may
also visit the museum in Altgeld Hall, Which will be open
from I to 5 p.m. Also offered
Concert at 2 p.m. at the Lakeon-the-Campus Dome, and an
8 p.m. student recital, featuring Jacque Grary and Van
Robinson, in Shryock.

Lyman Gives Addres8

_

(Closed Thursday) i~-

Largest . .

'Mom-oJ-the-Day'to be A.nnounced at Picnic

I

wor gaurontee

"classroom." The partiCipants were high school
students atten(hng the annual Mathematics
Field Day. More than 900 Vlere competing for an
SlU scholarship.

Entertainment Planned

ata.
SHOE 11:i~. 'IC-XI)::-):WORTH
~~l
REPAIR
I::
5
O~OFfo'
MEN'S III::ELS !!!:f.~!
•• II
k
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_-,I
a
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Center.
Spon::;ored by the Imernational Conference of Vieekh
Newspaper Editors headqu8r~
tered in the SIU Department
of Journalism, the exhibit will
be sent on an American tour
following the Carbondale presentation.
The exhibit represems an
extension of annual art shows
sponsored by the Kent Messenger of Maidstone, England,
under direction of H.~. Pratt
Boorman, publisher.

is

Approximately :!,OOO students have fil~d applications
for June graduation at SIU,
according to Sue Eberhart,
recorder at the Registrar's
Office.
The deadline for filing graduation applications is May 6.
Application forms can be
secured at the Registrar's
Office along with an information sheet for the procedure
to be followed by graduating
students.
The graduation fee is $17
payable at the Bursar'sOffice
at the time of application.

i='_'1£!:lL~,~

~~i~~c~ r~fl\"n:.l~SItt.r.~ ni~~~~l~'!~~.

.wanat" c' at the Outdoor Educa:!(Jn 1.... t;~nter, "l.5~-3192.

Forms Awaited

C\

whi.:h iIi U:;:.i: ~ 2 t L' histurL
E:vent .~ .3t K':':::~ Er:g:iantJ, i ~

942 W. MAIN

CARBONDALE
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Activities

Movies, Dance, Jazz Show, Concert Set for Weekend
Friday
Chemistry Dept.: Dr. Edgar
Anderson, Cal. Tech., presents an organic seminar
on NMR Spectroscopy, 4
p.m. Parkinson 204.
Journalism Dept.: Administrative W9rkshop, 9 a.m.
Seminar Room.
Psychology Dept.: CoUoquim,
4 p.m., Library Auditorium.
Gallery of Creativity, featuxing
creative work of
students, faculty and staff,
6:30 - 11 p.m., U. Center
Ballrooms.
Philosophy Dept.: Lecture
featuring
Brand
Blanshard.
Probe: Activities Programming Board presents Will
Bottje,
Department
of
Music, presenting samples
and explanations of production
techniques
for
electronic mUSiC, 8 p.m.,
Music Lab., 800 S. Illinois.
Movie Hour: "A Very Special
Favor," comedy starring
Rock Hudson, Leslie Caron
and Charles Boyer, 6,8, 10
p.m., .Furr Auditorium. Admission 60 or 40 cents with
activity card.
Cinema
Classics; I "Wild
One,"society-boodlum conflict in a drama of roughneck cyclists terrorizing a
small town, starring Marlon Branda, 8 p.m., Davis
Auditorium.
Band Dance: featuring the
"Hearts of Darkness,"
8:30-12-p.m., Campus Lalce
Beach; if rain, U. Center
Roman Rm.
Outdoor Track: Drake Relays,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Baseball: SIU vs. Western
Xentucky, Bowling Green,
Ky.
Tennis: 'OIl] vs. l'. of Illinois.
SlU V<;. NorthE'rn IllinoiS
. . , <:outh rend. j.,(1.
;~~r~'f:

f\~:_~

':;'~

f ..ilJlR

'.rs.

WRA
Free
Recreation.
Kerr; Davis Aud.. 7:30 p.m.
Women's Gym, 8 p.m.
Discussion following film.
WRA
Varsity Volleyball. ,9:30 p.m. Wham Faculty
Women's Gym. 4 p.m.
Lounge.
,~RA
Golf Club. Women's Movie Hour: "Viva Las VegGym 208, 3 p.m.
as," starring Elvis PresIntramural Softball. Practice
ley. Ann Margaret and
Fields. 4 p.m.
Cesare Danova. Furr AudiAgriculture Economics Club,
torium. 6:30 III 8:30 p.m.,
Agriculture Seminar Rm.,
admission 60 or 40 cents
6 p.m.
with activity card.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fel- Late Night Movies: Activities
lowshiP. U. Center R~m C,
Programming Board and
7p.m.
University Center sppnsor
Inter-Varsity Cbristian Fel"1965 NFL Highlights'" and
10wsbIP. U. Center Room E,
"Destination Bermuda," U.
12 noon.
Center Roman Room, 11:30
Moslem Students Association,
p.m.
U. Center Room E. 2 p.m.
SUNDAY
Saturday
Journalism Dept.: High School
Workshop.
Agriculture
Seminar Rm., 9 a.m.
EWRT: Conference (Home and
Family); Home Economics
Lounge, 10 a.m.
SIS P A:
Ccmmunications
Fuilding Theatre Lounge.
10 a.m.
Gallery of Creativity: U. Center Ballrooms. 1-11 p.m. at
8 p.m. special program
featuring Miss MarjOrie
Lawrence and Opera WorkshOJI members.
Young
Adventurers: "The
African Lion," sponsored
hy Activities Programming
Board SIU Dames Club.
Spring Festibal: Queen Coronation,
Library Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Spring Festival: Miss Southern Talent competition, Library Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Spring Festival; Miss Southern Swimsuit and Formal
competition,
U.
Center
Roman Rm. 2 p.m.
Visa ~tePtin!l with Rotary, Library Lounge, 7:30 p.m .
,,,z,,_ Venture, Phi i\1u Alpha

~~<~i)!1_~7._~~q~ ~~~~;;~o;n;= l(~~:~i~~

~,~ rt~!~~~ ~~\n~;;~~d~~~I~~~:?k~

C -.

Sunday Concert: The American
Woodwind Quintet,
Shryock Auditorium. 4 p.m.
Gallery of Creativity: U. Center Ballrooms 1-6p.m., f1lm
show of the World of the
Arts at 2:30 p.m.
Inscape: fUm program in conjunction With the Annual
Gallery of Creativity." An
Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge." I f ALF. Bill and
Fred." ..Mosaic..... Christmas
Cracker."
"Blue
Moses," "Cosmic Ray and
Vivian." "The Critic.....A
Chairy Tale." and .. Adventures of .:. U. Center Ballroom, 8 p.m.
Spring Festival: Miss Southern Talent contest. five
finalists selected. Shryock
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Southern Film Society: "Julie
the Redhead." French film,
starring Daniel Gelin and
Pascale Petie. Library
Auditorium, 6:30 8. 8:30
p.m.. admission 60 or 40
cents with activity card.
Rifle Club: Campus - Wide
Shoot-Off, Old Main Fourth
Floor, 1-5 p.m. (see Saturday,)
University Gallarit:s: ttecep,ion,
Home
Economics

Foreign Dishes
Planned at Picnic
Dishes prepared by foreign
students in the style of their
countries will be featured at
a picnic at Ft. Kaskaskia Saturday.
The picnic party, sponsored
by the Southern Baptist Churches, will leave Carbondale
at noon Saturday and plans
to return by 5 p.m.
Persons interested in attending should contact Mrs.
Harral Hall, 7-6631; Mrs.
Jean Plunkett, 7-5582; Reuben
Peuda and Chintaa Kumararatnam, 9-4787.
Admission is free. Transportation will be provided by
the sponsors.

Intramural Softball. Practice
Fields, 4 p.m.
Agriculture EconomiCS Club,
Agriculture Seminar Room.
8:30 p.m.
Spring Festival Committee, U.
Center Room E. 8 p.m.
Spring Festival Mom's Day
Committe. U. Center Ro ,rn
H. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Crippled Children Foundar ieDance Recital Rehears ..d
Furr Aud •• 9 a.m.-2 p.r."
EWRT (Home and Family)
Conference: Home Economics Lounge. 11 a.m.
SISP A (Journalism Dept.):
Communications Bldg. Lawson Hall, Ag. Bldg.. 10
a.m.-4 p.m.
Campus JudiCial Board, U.
Center Room E, 8-9 p.m.

'..f.,,"S -.

.•
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S_ Us For "Full Coverage·'

INSURANCE
Financial

R~sponsibility

Filinas

EASY PAYMENT PLAN

FINANCIAL RESPONSI31L1TY
POLICIES

FRANKLIN
INSURANCE
AGE,NCY
703 S. Illinois Av ••
Phone .. 57 ..... 61

L"l.lnge, 7 p.m.
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Technical and Adult Education: Police Training
School, Little Grassy Camp
U,8a.m.
Hellenic Student ASSOCiation,
Agriculture Seminar Room.
7:15-10 p.m.
Forestry Dept.: Spring Camp
Little Grassy Camp I.
Shoot-Off: Rifle Club sponsors
campus-Wide tournament,75
cents ammunition - rifletarget fee. first. second.
third place winners aw?cded
free trip to St. Louis Cardinals baseball game; Old
MainFour(b Floor, 1-5 p.m.
Forestry Dep!:: Spring Camp,
Little Grassy Camp I.
Outdoor Track: Drake Relays,
DeMoines, Iowa.
Baseball: SID vs. Western
Kentucky(2),Bowling Green,
Ky.
Tennis: SID vs. U. of Notre
Dame, Soutb Bend Ind.
Meetings:
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SIU Track Team to Compete in 58th Drake Relays
By Tom Wood

was jumping late last spring Jeffries, will compete also.

Several Saluki track stars
will share the spotlight Friday and Saturday with a handful of the best known track
names in the world in what
should be the most spectacular
event of the current NC AA
outdoor season to date - the
58th Dralce Relays.
Who are these big names?
Randy Matson, Charley
Greene, Jim Ryun, and Fred
Bunol'.
It will be sheer accident if
any Drake records are left
standing after the two day
event at Des MOines, la.
Two Salukis will be defending championships this year.
Oscar Mt;ore won the twomile event last year in record
time of 8:46.9. John Vernon
will attempt to reverse his
early season below-par form
in the triple jump and become
a two-year winner.
Mcore will compete with
the two-mile relay team in
addition to III s individual competitjon. He will team up with
Dale Gardner, Al Ackman and
Jeff Duxbury in this event.
Vernon has had leg trouble
all year long anG failed in
another bid to defend a tHle
at the Kansas Relays last
week. He could only manage a
best jump of 46'10". That's
about five feet less than he

pr~:ac~o :ewba~a~:o~nj::~ ~~:d ~~:~or~~~~~:dins~~h
plans to enter his sprint medley relay team, with one exception - John Quillen. Quillen was suspended permanentIy from the team Wednesday
by what Hanzog for what the
coach termed "insubordination." Quillen will be replaced
by Robin Coventry. who will
run With C huck Benson, Ross
MacKenzie and Jeff Duxbury.
The spring medley squad
won the Kansas Relays last
week in a surprising upset of
a strong University of Texas
team.
Either Ackman or Duxbury
will compete in the college
division mile and Mitch Livingston will high jump. Livingston finished fifth at Kansas, but jumped 6'8 1/2" in
his first competitive appearance of the season two weeks
ago. He is getting plenty of
height, according to Hanzog,
and should start clearing 6'8"
regularly as soon as he
smooths out his form.
The same team which will
compete in the sprint medley
relay will also go in the mile
relay event.
Southern's freshman sprint
medley and mile relay squads,
Sylvester West, Rich Wosrrratsky. Al Deppe and Bill

events this year.
The Drake officials must
have begun erasing all previous shot put and discus records when they received notice
Matson would attend. All other
shot putters in the world form
a line well behind the Texas
A&' M strong boy.
Last week Matson set a new
world record by thrOWing the
16-pound ball 71'5 1/2". He
broke his own old world mark
With the heave. He recently
accomplished the fantastic
dual feat of throwing the shot
better than 70 feet and the
discus more than 200 feet in
the same meet.
Greene, recently dubbed the
new world's fastest human,
will run in a special 100 meter
event. He
requested the
special Olympic distance to
gain experience for the 1968
Olympiad. He is p':obably the
most colorful individual in
track today.
R yun is expected to run only
in the relay events at Dralce.
Van NelsonofSt.Cloud(Minn.)
State will be defending two
titles _ in the three and sixmile events. He won both races
bst year as a sophomore year.

Bunon will defend his Drake Kansas and should eclipse his
title in the pole vault. Last old Drake mark of 16'6" this
week he went 16'9 1/2" at week.

Lots
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Lovely Gifts

~~JZi!l)

for

MOTHER'S !f~

DAY

Sunday, May 14

"Free Gift Wrapping"

THE FAMOUS
Open Monday Evenings
312 S.lIIinois

Women Gymnasts to Appear
On National TV Sunday
Two of SIU's top women
gymnasts will appear on
national television Sunday
afternoon in the taped telecast
of the recent North American
Gymnastics
Championships
held in Chicago.
Gail Daley and Judy Wills
will appear on CBS' Wide
World of Sports at noon(channel 12 for area watchers).

Women'8 Ter..ni8 Team
T ~ Play at Cnampa~r.
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Miss Daley finished third in
the all-around competition
while competing for theCanadian national team. Miss Wills
won this portion of the trials
for the United States World
Trampoline Championships·.
She will be shown competinb
and there
may also be
a special feature on her, which
was taped after the meet, according to her coach, llerb
"ogd.
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(;nnr:l-

paign this· w~'·kt·nd tf) cr,mpc·~c.
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who
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Wills,
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appe8L

Miss Wilts and Mis·"
will attempt to a"';I0;·(

t.h~mst:lvt's (Jf

a place on tht:

U ..S. tt:.am~ which will go en
tou,namert.
Lord(Jn in Jun", frJr the World
:jin~les pbver;; ar r:·: !\r;. !
rrampoline Championship,;.
j)ian'_, Harvc':. N'). ~ Be\' when they comp'O!te Friday May
Kusic~:, ;\10, :, Su'_ ,\l3vnJrcl .=, in lhe ~ational AAU m,:·:t
and No. -t Kathv Gumm. Dou- in Louislana.
bles players are: No. I Karen
They could also earn a
Matz and P am Roy; No. 2 spot on the U.S. Pan AmeriSandy Clark and Kay Strach. can team in rhis same meet.
Two years ago the last
<>ectional tournament
was
hosted by Southern. Southern
pbced second to the University of Illinois Team which
won the tournament in 1965.

Two team members who
competed at that time will be
playing again this year for SIU.
They are Beverly Rusick and
Pam Roy. Margaret Stagner.
Southern's No. I player for
the past four years is now
assistant coach of the team.

Breakfast

Winesap, Red and Golden
Delicious. all kltpt
cri sp in our storage!

• Apple Cider

• Honey
camb or extrac:ted

s..

C~:"I·~:-.

1111nU1S

-,AIR CONDlTIONID .

• aDSE TO CAMPus .

'300 Room and Board Summer Quarter Only

FRUIT

NOW ACCEPTING
CONTRACTS FOR SUMMER

MARKET

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Vbaughn, Resident Managers

Fri.. Sat .• and Sun.

triJ Spring"

MeGU.E'S
Shop"'lnlC.

POOL

~·.RA1HSkEUIR AREAS

great for parties!

• Sorghum

on

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNI\'ERSITY
.~ $WlMMING

• Apples

op~n

Pla~a

for MEN and WOMEN of

..",8 Miles South of C"dllie-Rt. 51
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Pro Athletes
Considering
Labor Union
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A
drive to organize all professional athletes into an independent labor union is rapidly
reaching the stage where it
will be presented to the
National Labor
Relations
Board for certification, The
Associated Press learned
Friday.
The movement to gather all
athletes into one group is
reing spearheaded by Bernie
Parrish, a former defensive
star with the
Cleveland
setback of the season against Browns and once the head of
Six Wins, but saw his ERA the NFL Players Association.
soar from 1.70 to 3.31.
After the Hilltopper series, OVERSEAS DELIVERY
which will include a doubleheader on Saturday, the SalSe.
ukis will go to Quincy to play
Quincy College in a single
game Sunday.
The next two weeks will also
be spent on the road as Coacb
Joe Lutz will take his team
to Creighton University May
5-7, St. Joseph's University in
Collegeville. Ind., May 12 and
Kentucky Wesleyan University
May 13. The next home game
Highway 13 East
for Slu will be May 20 against
University of Tennessee.
Martin Branch.

Saluki Baseball Team Travels to Kentucky
SIU's baseball team, hoping
to start hitting the ball like
they did when the season
started, will be in Bowling
Green, Ky., to play Western
Kentucky University in a three
game series beginning today.
Southern's team batting
average-which stood at an
even .300 after the spring
tour-has gradually fa!.len
until it now reads .266. Despite
the lack of hitting the Salukis
have managed a record of 245-1. The extra hitting would
help because the Salukis are
just
beginning
what is
generally
considered the
toughest part of the schedule.
The only plus .300 hitter
in the regular lineup is outfielder Barry O'Sullivan.who
is hitting .302. The big guy's
average has cascaded along
With the rest of the team
because not too long ago
O'Sullivan was banging the
ball at a .385 clio.
O'Sullivan also leads the Salukis in RBI's With 23 and has
clubbed four homers. John
Mason leads the team in
circuit blows with five.
Rich Hacker had a good
series against Ohio State to
bring his average up to .280,
seond highest among the
regulars. Hacker also has

driven across 19 runs for
second place in that der'rrtment and is tied With O'Sullivan for the [earn lead in
doubles with six.
Dwigh~ Clark, who has had
trouble buying a hit in past
weeks, is the tllird leading
hitter on the team. Clark is
hitting .278 With 16 RBI's and
four homers.
Other
Saluki
batting
averages are: Mason, .251);
Dick Bauch, .197; Rancy Coker, .259; Nick Solis, .244;JiJn
Dykes .333; and Jack Finney,
.367. Finney and Dykes aren't
considered as regulars but
have played considerably this
season.
Pitching is still the Saluki
strength. Southern's pitching

staff has limited the opposition to 2.31 earned runs per
game this season. Don Kirkland and Howard Nickason lead
the staff in earned run
averages.
Kirkland, who has an 8-2
season record, has complied
an ERA of 1.83 and has struck
out 65 batters in 63 innings.
Nickason, meanWhile, isn't
letting Kirkland get all the
glory. The big righthander nas
an ERA of L54 after 35 innings and has won five games
with a loss •
Skip Pitlock, who lead the
Saluki moundsmen In ERA last
week, was bombed by the
Buckeyes over the weekend
and not only suffered his first

EPPS

.-flrlP

Clay Induction Fight Nears
Final Round at 9 a.m. Today
HOUSTON (AP) - Heavyweight champion
Cassius
Clay, dapperly dressed in a
blue Suit, blue shin and tie.
showed ur' at a hearing in
the U.s. District Court Thursday and took the stand in an
effort to show that he should
not be jailed for refusing to
enter military service.
He went into detail before

U.s. Dist. Judge Allen S. Hannay on how he was converted
to the Black Muslim religion
and adopted the name Muhammad Ali.
He is scheduled for Army
induction at 9 a.m. EST Friday but he insists that he will
refuse to take the necessary
step forward because he is a
practicing Muslim minister.

SUECT FROM
- Gibson - Martin -Guiicf

PARKER MUSIC CO. I
606E.MAIN

CARBONDALE

Daily Egyptian Classified Action Ads
Th~ Daily Egyptian rese'v~s the right to reject any advertising copy. No refunds on cancelled ads.
191>.'; Honda 590. 3(J()0 Miles. Best
offer call [\alph Nickel, 541)-1150.
3085

FOR SALE

~ Pro overdrive b d.
Slick. Will sell or Irade for cycle.

1963 Rambler
'61) Chevy Impala, t dr.. hard top.

VM auw •• hke new .. Best offer .. 549SS31.

30:')6

Good condition. t;all 9-2563.

3080

'01 T riUmflh. 650cc., dc.ln. new tires.
mcch .. pcrfcc(. $nUO. 7-8.J38 afler 5.
3057

Carbondale house by own<'r. 3 bcdrlJl-'lm. gas heat. oak floors. May
assume 5 1/4% GI Loan. Close to
campus. 306 c. Hester. Phone 457:;085.
3087

Kandy ,\pplc n:o 305 scrambler. Ex.
Reasonable. S4Q-f'1053 .. 3061

Small sailing dingy, must sell. calJ
9-3178. Leave phone no.
3088

conditIOn.

NM Yamaha twin 100. 1600 miles.
Perfect. cond. Best offer! 9_1744.
30M

1966 305 Honda scrambler mirrors.
helmet $650 or best. Jeff 9-5730.
3089

3 room apl. pa(io share With J working girl pan lime student musr be
21 and mature,. $50... inc. ur ilities.
9-5tl8 af[er j., Mon .. ; Wed... after
7:30.
307()

lOx 50 Mobile !lome. t;entral airconclitlOning. Carpeted, Ph. '1-611)2
or 7-6405.
3092
1963 New Moon mobile home lOx55..
Two bt:droom front dining. exc. cond.
New atrconditioner & 'Wash machine
opt. Sf;:"e at 9 fro!lt Ct. or cal] 9-

1727.

3093

Carrerville Trailer spaCl"S under
shade, water sewer, garbagepick-up_
Furnished $22.50 per monlh.l'h. 9854793.
3095

Por sail ftC'" Scow sailboat dacron
'65 Honda 50 Red and white.. Good
condition, must sell. Call 7_7980.

sail new mast rigging trailer. Free
lessons. Call 942-4252 or 459-5894.

3066

3090

1')60 8·x35~ Fully carpcrcd, clean,.
must be 5c:t,·rt I.HJ~ Park 31. 9_5294.
30~8

Honda S90-ex. Cond.-Tune<i E.haustMany extras. $275 or offer. 5491312.
3070
TR -I ·65 Radio.. overdrive. 30.000 m.
,1,500 or offer. Ph. 9-3773.
3071
'6-1 Pontiac. '6.1. Chevy II. Both are
clean convertibles wi~h radio and
bucket seats. WUl take cycle as part
pz.ymelu. Make offer. E.vC's. 7-52.00.
3073

Bandmaster or Gibson G.5.5. 100
Amp. Gibson Hollow body. cherry.
9-1389.
3075,
Housetrailer. 1965 New Moon 55x10.
Phone 7-4330 or 9-2519.
31178

Automobile 1960 Impala hardtop. Ph.
~57-H31.
3079
19tt5 Honda ;;0 .. GoocJ C ondltl0n. Sacrific~·.
I~Jf'O

SIOU. Colli 5-11]_5:HU.

~U-,:\~

;'':;'':''0

or

-;-~'\)~,LIiTlil1_,:I!~

tx-~t

luall

tlfk:". \.'

.111

;: .. ~

Craig ca.r ster£"o With 5 tapes. 3
mos. old $75. Call 7-5768 after 5:00.
3091
1963 Corvair Mama 900 convert. stick
shift. buckpt scats, black With black
inter. 9-2752.
3096

We sell and buy used furniture.
Phone 549.1782.
BAI048
Golf clubs. Brand new. never used.
Still in plastic cover. Sell for half.
Call 7-4334.
BBI067
Corvette. in Murphysboro. 1966 convertible. 327. 4 speed. Call 6846167.
BAI071

FOR RENT
Rooms for men summerorfaU.Cooking. Close 1:0 campus. Call 7-7769..
513 $. Beveridge. Reasonable price.
3069
Luxury apr. Fall furn. air cond.
etc. I qtr. lease OK. $1':'-\5 Mo.. 457S19h.
3071
Pol;-;rur't'
t.'.!!~"

for

tH~jk~

hl1r~ .... s

C..J!I

fp(

Approved housing for women. Contracts r.o. for summer term. Efficiency Apt. Air conditioning. modern
kitchen, private bath, with tlib. Wood
oanellnll. C loSf'" to campus and town.
$125 per quaner. Ptolomey Towers.
504 S. Rawlings. Ph. 7-6471 for contract.
BBI055
Rooms available for girls summer
term al Wilson Manor, 708 W. Freeman. Pri'vare room, $150. double.
$125. Air condllioned. Ph. 7-~300.
BIII065
Wilson Hall, the reallf "In" off
campus dorm for men. Individually air
conditioned rooms" pool II. pario and

much more at reasonable rates. Cool
room only summer With room &

board fall. See D<ln Clucas. ~57.
211>9, New Wilson Hall at Park 8.
Wall Sts.
U1l1U5~

.:u~"

Approved

housin~

ruoms (or girls.
new

..!~-w.

for m\.'n. Contracts

now for fall tl'rm. Effil.'lL'n..::y Apt.
Air c:ondillunin!-t, mudf,.'rn kitchl,,'n, priVilte barh. with tu!:t. Wood pam:lin,:.

Close tu campus and town. ,)13;;. p\.'r
'Iuartc r. Pto)uml'Y
Towl-rs, ~I)",
5. Rawlings. Ph. ;-6.... 71 for ((Int(;)(t ..
IIBllln
Air conditioned apt. for tWo mall'
students. 1\]50 slt:l'ping rooms. Summer rentals. Phone 457-6286.l\m07t,

Furnished cottage, complctely mudt!rn. air-co:1dilioncd. in [he mid~t of
hunt country. on Wolf Cn'l'k ruad
about to miles east of Carbondale.
Married t;ouple. Phone 9~2-41JU1.
lIll JU82
Now renting for Summer Qt. to mall'
srudents.(uppcr-classmt:n prL"fl.'rrcd)
Cooking privleges and TV ronm indo
$100 per qt. Ph. 457.4561 or ,4<}2030.
IllllllM3

House trailer 12:<55. air conditiunL'l1 ..
Giant C i.y Blacktop Road. Phnne '12384, after 5.
11111077
Reduced rates for summ(.'r ch ...·ck un
iilir-condirionl'd mobile homes. Chf,.'L:k
our prices bt.'fore you sign any co,ltract. phone 9·3374. Chuck's Rentals.
BBl080

quaner approved housing for
men and 'Nomen. Room and board
$27S. (including utilitws) iU!lII, air
conditioned.
Fret,;' bus scrvic;..'
to class, bus goes m Grab orchardGiant City on wCt..'kcnds .. Swimming
pool See ad. UniverSity C i[Y Resi-

ror .summer & fall ilccomodations.
call Villa~e Rentals first 7-1144.
1\1\1092

HELP WANTED
r~'J~h~.'r:-o Wanrt.'d: S.5.4liU up. EntirC"
Wl"$t, SclUlhW~$l & '\la~k3. FrC'l' n'!!t:aration. Sc.lurhwcst TCil('hers Agency, PC, GenEral An· •• N.E .. 1\1buqul.-'rqu\.-, !'\J.M.
3ut:!

C .1n·t find .1 job? Cont3ct or stop 11)'
our oUicl.'. Free rt..·}:istration. N(l ob1t~a[ion unless; we plac\.' you. L m-

ployt.'rs pay many fC'\.'s. l)owns(3tC'"
Emp. A~ency. 103 s. Washin~'1on.
Suite 210. ;49-3366.
Bl:lUM
SC'"l,,':n~lary, Admlnistrativl.' & Legal.
Writtcn tesl • • honh3nd and typin(,
skill. and City "C'esidl.'ncy required.
Ag~ ~5-5U. S37W to start.
Water Plant I"'rainee. Written test,
dlY rL"sidency. wj]lin~nc,'s~ to WUI;;"
cVt,.'ning shihs n'quin'cJ. SSo..w pt.'r
year 3fh:r ::;;i:c monrhs.
Both arc t..'xcellcm positions offcrintz

liberal fringe bl·ncfirs. job st.'curiEY
.lnd c'\cf..'llcnt. chalh.·n~in~.. futun'.
Apply C iry Manager's Office. 2nd.
I'I000r, (; ity flail. Carbondale. U IUh<l

SERVICES OFFERED
rypin b - l"crm p;jper~. {hl.·sis, t.'r~. ,3
yr. \,·xpc..'rience at stU. IBM sdectrtc
wnh c;).rbon ribbon•.; ....4)-3713. JUtl7

Summt.~r

LOST
Man's
billfold. I'le~se <ontact
Jim McLean. Phone <)87 -107R. 30<14

dence Halls. 602 E3S[ Cv!}C'ge. Ph.
~-3396.

j
~

WANTED

IlBlO75

~~w:y d\.'cor.J(t.~d

mOln~~l'ml'nt.

r.,; :mmmcc.

r','r:!

-Io;7-~i:'L

Approved housing for men. Contracts

now for summer & faU terms. efficiency Apt: Air conditioned, wood
paneling. modern kitchen. Close to
campus and town. $125 per quarter.
Uncoln Manor 509 S. ASh. Ph. 91369 for contract.
BB[054

Ancntion Summ,.. r Stuck'nts: ,\ppruvl.'d
housing for men, air c()ndillunin~
suite rooms. m(.'al cu!"!t racts. ufft:rL'Li
laundry facilities. loun~c & \~·It. 'vision.. Convenient IOI,".1(ion w [Own
& campus. Study ruum~. stor<l~c
rooms. $100 per quarter •.;oi S.Ash
St •• Ph. 9-2~17 for l:On(r"'l.'t. BHltJ72

Spl.."(ilL (;th':::'

C(wkw~ ~'!"lvrli!!1,'$."",S7 ..
~,~,~, );~

~ iou~er:ralh:r ~

((Ind.

C.ouple

DeSot'.I, IOx5U, ,~ir
l.'n1:. I'h. 3(,i- ..H"",3~
EPI',~l'

l'St:d

Jlr

~ontl,

9_...!_...:{!, .·'f', ::..

for

C.lr~

phnnt.· Ken
!q·l( "h'
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Bradley Signs With Knicks;
Estimated $500,000 Contract

SPRING FOOTBALL- SIU coaches put the
1967 Saluki football team through blocking and
tackling drills above during the second day of

practice Wednesday afternoon. The team will
Scrimmage for the first time Saturday. Practices
cootinue on a four a week basis through May 27.

Coaches Must Rebuild Defense
By Tom Wood
Graduation left its mark on
the Saluki football team's defense this year. Whereas most
of the offensive platoon is
back, the defense Is left with
several big holes to fill.
But coach Dick: Towers expressed confidence at being
able to put together a sound
defense when he said that the
1967 squad would definitley
be 0 n a two platoon system
with no one doing double duty
on both offense and defense.
One of Tower' s biggest problems is the defensive backfield. where three regulars
graduated. Norm Johnson, Gus
Heath and Wayne Thamas.
Towers indicated that he
may resolve the situation by
putting some of his best halfbacks on defense. He said that
speed would be a prime de-

ciding factor In which backs
will get the defensivp call.
There is one bright spot
to the secondary situation.
Towers has three linebackers,
who saw statting action last
season. back this spring. Carl
Mauck and Chip Marlow are
juniors- and Bob Robetts is a
senior.
The line is flanked by a
pair of returning statters at
end In Bill Hohs and Craig
Whitlock.
Hohs was the team leader in
pass interceptions last season
With three. He ran one back for
a touchdown.
Both WUUe Wilkerson and
Sam Holden have been lost
through graduation at tackle
and that leaves this position
wide open for several transfers and 1966 reserves.
Gerry Geisel returns as a

statter at guard and Ted
Schoch bas the inside track at
the other guard due to his
late season play last year.
Dave Cronin, a starter at
guard in 1966, and Chuck Korresel have graduated.
Towers said that he plans to
go with a six man line. two
linebackers and three backs
on defense next season, with
some variation depending upon
the situation and opponent.
This is basically what the
Salukis used last season.
The Salukis gave up 196
points In ten games last year.
The opponents racked up 158
first downs. 75 by rushing and
68 through the air.
The opposition averaged 3.4
yards a carry in 1966 and
completed 46 per cent of its
passes or 127 of 269.

SIU Gymnasts to Boycott AAU Meet May 4-7

NEW YORK (AP) - Bill
Bradley, the Rhodes scholar
from Princeton. agreed to play
pro basketball with [he New
York Knickerbockers Thursday in a four-year contract
believed to call for close to
$500,000.
Although the 23-year-old
Bradley will be called up for
duty in the Air Force for six
months from July until January. the Knicks expect him to
be ready for action in the
latter part of next season.
Bradley. due to return to
Oxford University in England
to continue his studies until
June. was present at a noon
news conference.
No salary terms were announced but Irving Felt, chairman of the board of Madison
Square Garden which owns the
Knicks. was quoted in a mimeographed handout as saying
"to my knowledge the contract
is for one ofthe largest money
amounts ever paid a professional athlete in a team
sport."
As several big league baseball players get $100.000 or
more a year, the estimate on
Bradley's salary With fringe
benefits went as high as
$500.000 for the four-year
period.
Bradley, an All-America
player at Princeton and a
member of the 1964 Olympic
team, is a 6-foot-5. 205pounder from Crystal City.
Mo. He averaged over 30

points a game at Princeton
and played amateur basketball With the Simmenthal team
at Milan in Iraly while studying in England in 1965-66.
He did not pIa:; With a
regular team last winter.
Originally drafted by the
Knicks when he still was at
Princeton, Bradley spurned
pro offers when he won the
Rhodes scholarship. He said
he might rry to go to law
school while playing basketball
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Officer,

Couldn't we settle
this over a nice
8ig Cheeseburger?

SIU's ilational champion
gymnastics team wiH boycott
the pan American Games
trials to be conducted by the
AAU May 4-7 in Louisiana.
The decision handed down by
Athletic Director Donald N.

University of Cologne to Penn and universities will support
State for a gymnastics meet, the action," Boydston said.
the AAU suspended them beThe ban by the AAU elimicause they were involved in nates one of the country's top
so-called international com- gymnasts, 1967 collegiate allpetition without the approval around champion Steve Cohen,
of the AAU.
and SIU'S subsequent with"This is only one i'1 a long drawal will eliminate several
Boydston and recommended line of autocratic and specious others who had good chances
by Coach Bill Meade is a actions by the AAU showing an of making the team.
result of the AAU ban which, utter disregard for the stuThe situation is not the first
recently was placed u~n Penn dents involved. Under the cir- of its kind involving Meade, a
Sta.te ~ym~asts for thelT p~r- cumstances coach Bill Meade leader in the United States
ticlpatlOn In a dual meet WIth has recommended and I fully Gymnastics Federation. He
the University of Cologne.
support, the withd;awal of our has publicly spoken against the
The AAU announced that all students from the competition AAU's policy towards member
Penn Slate gymnasts would be and hope that other colleges athletes several times.
barred from the Pan Am trials r--.....;-----------~--------....,
because the Cologne meet was
not sanctioned by AAU officials.

CoWlt.

Boydston said, "Penn State
has strong academic ties with
the University of Cologne in
which it exchanges faculty
members, scholars and others. Because they invited the
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CONRAD OPTICAL
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